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Retain heat, keep leaves and debris out, and secure your hot tub from unexpected visitors with a
high performance hot tub cover. When it comes to buying covers for hot tubs, Kitchener residents
have many choices including buying hot tub parts and covers online or from a local dealer. Because
of local weather conditions, most Kitchener hot tub dealers stock the best covers for Ontario's colder
climate.

Most new hot tubs come with a hot tub cover. Unfortunately, some hot tub parts such as covers
must be replaced occasionally. Whether you want an upgraded hot tub cover for your new spa or
need to replace a worn-out cover, it's important to know what's available so that you can make the
best possible choice.

Hot tub covers are generally made out of a foam core and covered with a vinyl cover. The foam core
provides rigidity, strength, and insulation while the vinyl covering protects the core from exterior
elements (such as sun and rain) and interior elements (such as spa water and chemicals). Hot tub
covers typically include safety features designed to secure the hot tub from accidental or
unauthorized access (such as straps and latches).

What to Look for in Covers for Hot Tubs

Kitchener hot tub dealers can point you in the right direction based on the type of hot tub you have
and how you use the tub.

Durability and strength â€“ If you want a long-lasting hot tub cover, you'll want one that has a higher
strength rating than the standard cover along with a strong vapor lock seal to keep water out.

Water channeling properties â€“ Tapered hot tub covers are also a good choice for exposed hot tubs
as they channel rainwater off the cover. Flat covers can accumulate water.

Heat retention â€“ One of the main reasons people buy hot tubs is to retain heat and minimize heating
costs. Make sure that the hinge features a heat seal or else heat will escape.

Bottom cover durability â€“ The bottom of the cover must be able to withstand the water, steam, and
chemicals. It should be treated for mildew-resistance and designed to protect the foam core and
seal.

Drainage â€“ Hot tub covers should also come with drainage holes, preferably color-coordinated
grommets. These drains are designed to drain water that accumulates between the bottom vinyl and
the foam core.

When people need covers, hot tubs parts, or new hot tubs, Kitchener hot tub dealers are happy to
oblige. Take the time to ask questions, explain your situation, and work together to select the best
products and services for your unique situation.
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Robert Vadra - About Author:
When people need covers, a hot tubs parts, or new hot tubs, Kitchener hot tub dealers are happy to
oblige. Take the time to ask questions, explain your situation, and work together to select the best
products and services for your unique situation.
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